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Abstract
This paper analyzes debt maturity structure for a borrower in a setting where
creditors are faced with strategic uncertainty. In contrast to the existing literature, I
examine the e¤ects of strategic uncertainty on the issuance of debt in an environment
where face values of debt are determined endogenously and directly a¤ect investors’
rollover decisions. I …nd that strategic uncertainty has a strong e¤ect on the decisions
of both the …rm and investors, especially at the rollover stage. As strategic uncertainty
increases investors are less willing to roll over short-term debt and the borrower shifts
towards long-term debt. Finally, I use the model to study the e¤ects of a sudden
deterioration in secondary markets and debt overhang issues on the debt maturity
structure, face value of debt and default decisions.
Key words: debt overhang, global games, maturity structure, rollover risk, strategic
uncertainty
JEL codes: G32, G33
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Introduction

The recent crisis of 2007-2009 emphasized the importance of re…nancing risk.1 While the
crisis started in the …nancial sector it quickly spilled over to the real sector severely a¤ecting
non-…nancial …rms’ access to credit. During that time many …rms were forced to default
being suddenly unable to repay or roll over their existing debt. Figure 1 shows that years
2008-2009 witnessed an unprecedented number of corporate defaults and defaulted debt
I would like to thank Jess Benhabib, Douglas Gale, Tomasz Sadzik, Tom Sargent and Laura Veldkamp
for their comments. All remaining errors are my own.
1
Re…nancing risk is the risk that a borrower cannot roll over its existing debt.
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volume both among …nancial and non-…nancial institutions. Moreover, during that time
even healthy corporations faced much higher cost of external …nance. Figure 2 shows a
dramatic increase of spreads on investment grade and speculative grade bonds during that
period.

Figure 1: Corporate Default Rates 1970-2010 - source: Moody’s Investors Service, 2009,
Corporate default and recovery rates, 1920-2008. Moody’s Global Credit Policy Special
Comment, Annual update

Figure 2: Corporate Bond Spreads During 2004-2009 - source: Almeida et al. (2012)
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Following the crisis, a lot of attention was given to the over-reliance of …rms and …nancial
institutions on short-term …nancing as one of reasons for severity of the crisis. This resulted
in a fast growing body of literature that provides explanations why the …rms and …nancial
institutions exposed themselves to the maturity mismatch (e.g. Brunnermeier and Oehmke
[6], Diamond and He [16], Eisenbach [17], or Hubermann and Repullo [24] to name a few).
The main goal of this paper is to shed more light on this problem by studying an optimal debt
maturity structure in an environment with four important components: (1) …rm’s default risk
depending on the rollover decisions of investors, (2) the short-term investors being subject
to strategic uncertainty2 when making their rollover decisions, (3) the …rm being able to
choose face values freely in order to minimize the rollover and default risk, and (4) the face
values of debt directly a¤ecting investors decisions. Incorporating all these ingredients into
a model leads to a complex but realistic re…nancing problem for the borrower that is key
for understanding …rms’maturity structure choices. To the best of my knowledge this is the
…rst paper that analyzes rollover decisions and debt structure in such environment.
The second goal of this paper is to use a model with the above ingredients to better
understand performance of …nancial and non-…nancial …rms during the most recent recession.
More precisely, I use my model to study the e¤ects of a deterioration in secondary market
conditions and the role of debt overhang on the …rms’investment and …nancing decisions.3
I …nd that a shock to secondary market conditions or to pro…tability of future investment
results in a signi…cant increase in both defaults and face values of debt. Therefore, the model
provides a potential explanation for the patterns reported in …gures 1 and 2 that emphasizes
the role of strategic uncertainty. Interestingly, I …nd that the …rm may rely more on shortterm …nance in the presence of debt overhang compared to the model without debt overhang
despite the fact that short-term debt leads to a stronger debt overhang. The reason is that
having future investment opportunity decreases the extent of strategic uncertainty among
investors.
I consider a problem of a …rm that faces a risky but pro…table investment opportunity
and contemplates …nancing it by a combination of short-term and long-term debt. The
long-term debt is safe (from the …rm’s perspective) in the sense that it does not require to
be rolled over. On the other hand, short-term debt is cheaper since it allows investors to
withdraw their loans if they think that the project will pay little, avoiding losses that will be
incurred by the long-term creditors. Unfortunately, the short-term debt leads to re…nancing
risk4 and hence to illiquidity risk.
Re…nancing risk has its roots in the coordination problem faced by short-term creditors
at the time they make their rollover decisions. In particular, the di¤erence between the
2

Strategic uncertainty is the uncertainty regarding actions and beliefs of others (see Brandenburger [5]
or Morris and Shin [30]).
3
Numerous authors have argued that both of these factors are imporant reasons behind the depth of the
2007-2009 crisis as well as the poor recovery that followed. See Gorton [21] or Gorton and Metrick [22] and
its discussion by Shleifer [37] for the role of secondary markets. The issues of debt overhang and its e¤ects
on the recovery has been raised in …nancial press (e.g. "Debt Overhang Slows Down US Economy" Wall
street Journal, July 5th, 2009 ) as well as and in academic literature (Mian, Su… and Trebbi [28]).
4
In what follows I use re…nancing risk and rollover risk interchangeably.
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return from rolling over versus the return from withdrawing funds early depends crucially
on the proportion of investors that takes each of these actions. If only a few creditors choose
to withdraw, the …rm will have to liquidate only a small fraction of its investment and will
have enough funds to repay its remaining debt. However, if the fraction of investors that
withdraw early is high, the …rm will be forced to liquidate a large fraction of its project and
will be left with insu¢ cient resources for repaying remaining investors, triggering default. I
show that this coordination problem is to large extent dynamic: investors withdraw early
because they are afraid of default tomorrow due to large withdrawals today.5
The fact that investors face a coordination problem implies that at the heart of their
rollover decisions lies strategic uncertainty regarding actions of other investors. In order
to model strategic uncertainty we use the insights from the theory of global games. Global
games were introduced to the literature by Carlsson and van Damme [8] and Morris and Shin
[29] and since then have been applied extensively to model coordination problems among
economic agents. In a global game model each agent privately observes an imperfect signal
of the future return from …rm’s investment. The signal plays a dual role. First, it provides
information regarding the return from the investment. Second, it provides information regarding signals observed by other agents allowing investors to form beliefs about the actions
of others. It is this second feature of the signal that captures the strategic uncertainty.6
I …nd that modeling strategic uncertainty a¤ects signi…cantly the outcome of the model.
I show that for any positive amount of short-term debt issued there is a range of returns
from investment for which the …rm is forced to default due to excessive withdrawals by
short-term debt holders, even though the …rm is solvent (i.e. if faced with no withdrawals it
would be able to repay all of its debt). Moreover, in the presence of strategic uncertainty, the
re…nancing costs of short-term debt increases making short-term debt more expensive. These
two e¤ects discourage the …rm from issuing short-term debt. I show that the strength of
these e¤ects hinges on the liquidation value of the investment. As liquidation value decreases,
strategic uncertainty among investors increases making short-term debt more costly to the
…rm. As a result the …rm increases the proportion of the investment …nanced with long-term
debt compared to the case without strategic uncertainty.
My work is related to the literature on the optimal maturity structure of …rm’s debt.
Early papers related to our work are Bolton and Scharfstein [7], Diamond [13] and [14]
or Leland [26] among others. More recent papers include Brunnermeier and Oehmke [6],
Diamond and He [16] and Hubermann and Repullo [24]. In contrast to our paper, these
models study optimal debt structure in an environment without strategic uncertainty. There
are now several papers that study rollover risk in a global game framework. However, none
of these papers (with exception of Eisenbach [17]) studies optimal maturity structure, and
5

For a maturity structure with a large amount of short-term debt there is also a contemporaneous coordination problem where agents withdraw today because they are afarid of default today.
6
To see this, note that conditional on the observed signal the agent will form beliefs about the distribution
of signals received by the others and hence will form a belief about the proportion of agents rolling over. The
proportion of agents that decides to roll over becomes an endogenous outcome of the game and will depend
now on the face values promised by the …rm as well as the return from the investment.
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they take the payo¤s of the rollover game as exogenous (see Morris and Shin [32] and [33],
and Rochet and Vives [36]).
The most related paper to this work is Eisenbach [17] who uses a global game model
to study the optimal debt structure choice by banks. However, in his model the rollover
decisions are made by fund managers with an exogenously given payo¤ structure, rather
than actual creditors. In contrast, in our model it is the investors who make the rollover
decisions and they are directly a¤ected by the face values set by the …rm. Therefore, in our
framework face values become important choice variables of the …rm that a¤ect the rollover
outcomes.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we present the basic
framework. In section 3 we solve the model and characterize the equilibria of the rollover
game. In section 4 I investigate the implications of a deterioration in the secondary markets
conditions on the optimal debt maturity structure and investors’rollover decisions. Finally,
in section 5 I extend the model by adding an extra investment opportunity for the …rm that
results in a debt overhang problem. Section 6 concludes. All the proofs are relegated to the
appendix.

2

The Model

There are three periods t = 0; 1; 2 and two types of agents: a single borrower (the …rm) and a
continuum of lenders (investors) with mass normalized to one. At t = 0 the borrower has an
investment opportunity that requires one unit of funds. The project is risky and matures at
t = 2. For simplicity we assume that the borrower has no funds and has to raise everything
by issuing short-term and long-term debt. Below I describe in detail the borrower’s problem,
the nature of the investment opportunity and the investors’problem.

2.1

The Firm

At t = 0 the borrower can invest in a project that yields a risky return s, where s
N ( ; 1 ), and requires an investment of one unit of funds. The …rm has to raise all the
funds by issuing debt. The project can be …nanced with a combination of short-term and
long-term debt. Long-term debt matures at t = 2 (with no coupon payment at t = 1) and
has the same maturity as the project. The short-term debt has to be repaid at t = 1. More
precisely, when the short-term debt is due, the …rm o¤ers short-term creditors a new short
term debt contract, who then decide whether to roll over their debt (i.e. purchase newly
issued short-term debt) or withdraw their funds (i.e. refuse to purchase new short-term
debt). Short-term debt issued at t = 1 matures at t = 2 at the same time as long-term
debt. In what follows I denote by the fraction of the project …nanced with short-term debt
and 1
the fraction of the project …nanced with long-term debt. The face value of the
long-term debt is denoted by FL and of short-term debt is FSi , i = 1; 2 where the superscript
i denotes the period in which short-term debt is to be repaid.
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If the …rm cannot roll over all of its short-term debt then the early withdrawals are
…nanced by a partial liquidation of the project. The liquidation value of the project is
V < 1, independent of s. Therefore, if a proportion m of short-term creditors decides to
withdraw their funds early and the face value of short-term debt due at t = 1 is FS1 the …rm
has to liquidate a fraction x of the initial investment where x satis…es
xV = m FS1
If m FS1 > V , that is if at t = 1 the demanded repayments exceed the liquidation value of
the entire project the …rm defaults. For simplicity, I assume that if the …rm goes bankrupt
no investors get any compensation.7 Therefore, I make the following assumption:
Assumption 1 If …rm defaults all creditors get nothing
If the …rm does not default at t = 1 then at the beginning of period t = 2 it receives a
payo¤ from the project equal to (1 x) s - the value of the project scaled down due to the
early withdrawals. If the value of the claims exceeds the proceeds from investment the …rm
defaults and, as explained above, all investors get nothing. Otherwise agents are paid the
promised face values, FS2 (short-term debt) and FL (long-term debt). Hence, the pro…t of
the …rm is
max 0; (1 x) s
(1 m) FS2 (1
) FL

2.2

Investors

Investors are risk-neutral and maximize their total consumption. For simplicity I assume
that they do not discount the future.
At t = 0 investors choose whether to purchase long-term or short-term debt o¤ered by
the …rm. Since each investor is in…nitesimally small he has no market power and takes the
face-value promised by the …rm as given. I also assume that the agents have access to a
risk-free asset that pays out 1 in period t = 2 for each unit of funds invested at t = 0.
Therefore, investors will purchase debt if and only if, in expectation, the gross return from
holding it is at least one.
Investors who have purchased long-term debt issued by the …rm are passive observers of
the events.8 On the other hand, short-term debt holders need to decide at t = 1 whether to
roll over their loans or not.
7

This assumption simpli…es an otherwise complex payo¤ structure and has been used recently in Gale
and Yorulmazer [19] and Morris and Shin [33], among others. What is important for the results of the model
is the assumption that default leads to a large enough deadweight loss of resources.
8
It is possible to introduce a secondary market for the long-term debt into the model. Such an extension
complicates the model, however, does not change the main implications of the model.
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2.3

Information structure

The return from the project, s, is random with s
N ( ; 1 ). The ex-ante distribution
of returns is a common knowledge among all the agents. The return s is realized at the
beginning of t = 1 but is unobserved by the …rm and creditors. Instead, at t = 1, before the
face value FS2 is chosen, both the …rm and investors observe a public signal sp where
sp = s +

1=2
p

"p , "p

N (0; 1)

Here, p is the precision of the public signal. In addition, before making rollover decisions,
but after FS2 was chosen,9 each short-term creditor receives a private signal xi
xi = s +

1=2
x

"i , "i

N (0; 1)

I assume that "i is i:i:d: across individuals and independent of "p . Both "i and "p are assumed
to be independent of s.
The presence of a public signal makes the …rm’s problem dynamic and implies that, as
time passes, the …rm and the investors learn more about pro…tability of investment. Not only
this assumption seems natural but in its absence the …rm would have the same information
at t = 0 and t = 1 and hence it could choose all the face values in the initial period making
the …rm’s problem static.
Private signals received by creditors capture the fact that investors may have better
understanding of the aggregate market conditions, overall demand for …rm’s products, or
strategic issues such as the extent of competition in the market. For empirical evidence that
outside investors possess information unknown to …rms see Chen et al. [9] or Luo [27].
Finally, note that the above information structure abstracts from the case where the …rm
has its own private information. This case, while interesting and relevant, leads to a very
complex signaling game between the …rm and the short-term creditors since the …rm can use
the face value of short-term debt issued at t = 1 to signal its private information.10

2.4

Coordination Problem and Strategic Uncertainty

A crucial feature of the model is the coordination problem faced by the investors at the time
they make their rollover decisions. In particular, short-term creditors are aware that for a
range of returns from the investment, whether the …rm will default or not depends on the
proportion of investors that decides to roll over their loans. This in turn makes them roll
over their loans if and only if they expect large enough proportion of creditors to roll over.
Under complete information, when s is known to everyone at the beginning of period t = 1,
this leads to multiplicity of equilibria.
9

Allowing investors to observe the public and private signals simultaneously does not change the results.
For more details regarding signaling in global games see Angeletos, Hellwig and Pavan [3] and Angeletos
and Pavan [4]. As shown in these papers signaling has a potential to reintroduce multiplicity of equilibria
into the model. Corsetti et al. [11] and Zwart [38] are examples of global games models with signaling in
which there is a unique equilibrium.
10
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To understand why the coordination motive is present note that high withdrawals can
push the …rm into default in two ways. First, a high proportion of short-term creditors
withdrawing at t = 1, i.e. high m, can lead to default today if the total claims of investors
that withdraw early are higher than the liquidation value of the project (i.e. if m FS1 > V ).
This is the standard coordination problem that has been …rst emphasized by Diamond and
Dybvig [15] and has been studied extensively in the banking literature. However, the model
described above features also a “dynamic” coordination problem. High withdrawals today
imply that a large fraction of the project has to be liquidated to pay these claims. Thus, the
project has to be rescaled down leading to lower revenues earned by the …rm at t = 2. If the
fraction of the project liquidated is large enough the …rm will not have enough funds to pay
the remaining creditors the promised amount at t = 2 and hence it will default. This happens
if the revenue of the …rm after rescaling of the project at t = 1 (given by s (1 m FS1 =V ))
is less than the amount of the outstanding debt due at t = 2 ( (1 m) FS2 (1
) FL ).11
If investors had complete information (i.e. they knew the value of s) the coordination
problem among them would lead to multiplicity of equilibria at the rollover stage. Figure 3
shows how the multiplicity region of a complete information game varies with . The shaded
area corresponds to the pairs ( ; s) for which a rollover game with complete information
regarding the investment’s return has two symmetric pure strategy equilibria, one in which
everyone rolls over and the other one in which everyone withdraws. The lines s and s
correspond to the lower bound and upper bound of that region. Above s there is a unique
equilibrium in which agents always roll over their loans. Below s it is always strictly dominant
for the investors to withdraw their funds early. Note that as increases the multiplicity
region expands.
At the heart of illiquidity risk lies the strategic uncertainty faced by the short-term debt
holders. If the investors were certain that all short-term creditors will always roll over their
loans whenever the …rm is solvent then no solvent …rm would ever become illiquid. However,
even a small doubt that an investor has regarding the collective behavior of other creditors
can make him withdraw early. Since all creditors think in this way, the uncertainty regarding
actions’of others from the perspective of an individual investor increases. This makes each
investor even more likely to choose to "play safe" and to withdraw his loan. When many
investors suddenly lose con…dence about the ability of the …rm to roll over its debt because
they are afraid that not enough other investors will provide …nancing the …rm becomes
illiquid. This is despite the fact that given enough …nancing today the …rm would be able
to meet all of its current and future obligations.
A model with complete information (or with public but imperfect information) cannot capture the strategic uncertainty present among short-term debt holders when deciding
whether to roll over and withdraw their loans. This is because, when computing equilibria it is always assumed that agents know with certainty what other agents will do (see
Brandenburger [5]). Therefore, to model illiquidity risk and capture strategic uncertainty
11

Dynamic coordination motives are absent in other global game models of rollover risk (Eisenbach [17],
Morris and Shin [32] or Rochet and Vives [36]). This is because in those papers the coordination game is
played (for simplicity) by "fund managers" who care only about default today.
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payoff (s)

α=V

α
Figure 3: Multiplicity region as

varies

among investors, I follow the global games literature and consider the information structure
as described in section 2:3.

2.5

Assumptions

To solve the game given the above information structure I make two additional assumptions.
Assumption 2 There exists s 2 R such that for all s
…rm can repay all of its debt.

s the project matures early and the

Assumption 3 If indi¤erent a short-term creditor chooses to rollover his funds.
To solve the model I use insight from the theory of global games. Applying these techniques requires the model to have regions in which each of the actions strictly dominates
the other. For small s withdrawing is always dominant and therefore the model features a
“lower”dominance region. Moreover, one can show that as long as FS1 < V (and FS2 > FS1 )
there exists s such that for all s
s it is dominant to roll over and hence the model also
has an “upper” dominance region. However, when FS1 V this is not the case. Without
V
, in addition to the equilibrium charAssumption 2 it can be shown that for each
FS1
acterized below, there is another equilibrium in which every short-term creditor withdraws
his funds early regardless of the signals they observe. Assumption 2 ensures that ignoring
9

the signals is never optimal and hence eliminates this equilibrium.12 Assumption 3 is the
tie breaking assumption - this assumption allows a simple characterization of the solution to
the …rm’s problem at t = 1 when the noise in the public signal becomes vanishingly small
(section 3:3)

2.6

Timing

The timing of the model is summarized in Figure 4:

t=0

t=1

t=2

-

t

- choice of debt
structure

- s is realized
- public signal

- …rm repays its debt
or defaults

- …rm chooses FS2
- private signals
- rollover decisions
- default if m FS1 > V

Figure 4: Timeline

At t = 0 the …rm raises a unit of funds by issuing of short-term debt with face value FS1
and (1
) of long-term debt with face value FL . At the beginning of period t = 1 nature
draws s from a normal distribution N ( ; 1 ). The realization of s is unobserved by the
…rm and by the investors. Instead, all agents observe a public signal about s, sP . Once the
public signal is observed, the …rm chooses FS2 , the face value of the short-term debt o¤ered
to investors at t = 1. Additionally, before making their roll over decisions, each short-term
creditor observes a private signals of s, xi . Then given FS2 and the information he has, each
investor decides whether to purchase newly issued debt (which is equivalent to rolling over
his loan) or not (which means early withdrawal of his funds) - in what follows I will refer
to this stage of the model as the“rollover game”. The …rm satis…es early withdrawals by
rescaling the project. If withdrawals are larger than the liquidation value the …rm defaults
and the game ends. If the …rm successfully rolls over enough of the short-term debt I move
to t = 2. At the beginning of t = 2 the project matures and pays out (1 x) s. The …rm
uses the proceeds from the project to repay its debt. If it does not have enough funds it
defaults.
12

See section A:1 in the appendix for more detailed discussion.
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3
3.1

Solving the model
Period t = 2

I solve the model using backward induction starting by characterizing the …rm’s default
decision at t = 2. Take the maturity structure, ( ; 1
), the face values, (FS1 ,FS2 ; FL ) and
the proportion of creditors that withdrew early, m, as given. Suppose that the …rm did not
default at t = 1. At the beginning of period t = 2 the project matures and the …rm receives
F1
1 m V S s. The …rm uses its revenues to repay its outstanding debt which is given by
(1 m) FS2 + (1
) FL . The …rm defaults at t = 2 if and only its revenue is less than its
obligations towards investors, i.e. if and only if
1

m

FS1
V

s

(1

m) FS2

(1

) FL < 0

Otherwise, the …rm repays the debt.

3.2

Rollover Game

Having characterized conditions under which the …rm defaults at t = 2 I move to analyze
investors’ rollover decisions. At this stage short-term creditors have to decide whether to
roll over their loans or withdraw their funds early. In order to solve for the optimal rollover
decisions I need to analyze separately two cases: (1) a case with no rollover risk ( FS1 V )
and (2) a case with rollover risk ( FS1 > V ). This is due to the fact that the investors face
di¤erent payo¤s from withdrawing early depending on the total value of short-term debt,
V by withdrawing early the short-term debt holder can
FS1 . In particular, when FS1
1
secure for himself a payo¤ of FS . This is not the case when the opposite inequality holds.
When FS1 > V withdrawing early yields payo¤ FS1 only if the …rm does not default at t = 1.
However, despite this di¤erence the analysis of both cases is very similar. Therefore, below
I consider only the case of no rollover risk and an interested reader is directed to section A:3
of the appendix for the detailed solution to the rollover game when FS1 > V .
Take all the face values FS1 ; FS2 and, FL , the maturity structure ( ; 1
) and the value
of the public signal sp as given. I de…ne a public belief as the posterior belief about s
conditional on the public signal. Therefore, the public belief is given by
sjsp

N y;

1
y

+ p sp
and y ( + p ) 1 .
where y
+ p
I focus on the equilibria in monotone strategies, that is equilibria such that a short-term
creditor rolls over his loan if and only if his private signal xi is greater than a threshold
signal x and the …rm defaults if and only if the return from the project, s, is less than
s . An equilibrium in monotone strategies is characterized by a payo¤ indi¤erence and a
critical mass conditions. The payo¤ indi¤erence condition states that at a critical signal x a
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creditor has to be indi¤erent between rolling over and not rolling over his loan. The critical
mass condition states that at the critical return from investment s the withdrawals are such
that the …rm is left with just enough resources to repay its debt. These two conditions are
described below.13
Assume that all agents use threshold strategies with cuto¤ x . Then, given x , the
proportion of investors withdrawing early when the return from investment is s is given by
x

m (x ; s) = Pr (xi < x js) =

s
1:2

It follows that for a given s the …rm repays its debt if and only if
1

m (x ; s)

FS1
V

s

(1

m (x ; s)) FS2

(1

) FL

0

Hence the critical threshold s below which the …rm defaults at t = 2 is the unique solution
to:
FS1
1 m (x ; s)
s (1 m (x ; s)) FS2 (1
) FL = 0
(1)
V
I will refer to the above condition as the critical mass condition.14,15
Consider now an investor who received a signal xi = x . Since x is the threshold signal
it has to be the case that this investor is indi¤erent between rolling over and withdrawing.
Thus, at signal x , the expected payo¤ from rolling over must be equal to the expected payo¤
from withdrawing early, or:
FS2 Pr (s s jx ; sp ) = FS1
(2)
A pair (x ; s ) that solves simultaneously equations (1) and (2) constitutes an equilibrium
in monotone strategies. The following proposition characterizes equilibrium when the noise
in signals is vanishingly small and private signals become arbitrary more precise compared
to the public signal.
Proposition 1 Let x ! 1, p ! 1 and xp ! 1. Then the rollover game has a unique
equilibrium in monotone strategies in which all investors use threshold strategies with cuto¤
x and the …rm defaults if s < s where
x =s =

(1

(FS2

) FL +
1

13

FS1
V

FS1 )

FS1
FS2

To keep notation simple I suppress below the dependence of s and x on ; FL ; FS1 ; FS2 .
Since Iconsider here the case when FS1 V the …rm will not default at t = 1 and, therefore, investors
worry only about default at t = 2.
15
A careful reader might notice that the equation which determines whether the …rm defaults in period
t = 2 may be non-monotonic in s for high face values FS2 . In the appendix I show that the …rm will always
choose FS2 such that the "critical mass" condition is monotonic in s in the relevant range of returns from the
project.
14
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The above proposition characterizes the default threshold, s (i.e. the threshold return
from investment above which the …rm is able to repay all of its debt at t = 2), as a function
of the debt maturity structure ( ; 1
), the face values (FS1 ; FS2 ; FL ) and the liquidation
value V . Note that a larger the liquidation value always lowers the default threshold while
higher long-term debt face value, FL , always makes s increase. A change in either of these
two values a¤ect the critical thresholds in two ways. First, it directly leads to a change in
the default threshold holding investors strategies constant. For example, higher liquidation
value implies that given the same withdrawals the …rm has to liquidate less of its project
resulting in higher revenues at t = 2 and hence lower default threshold. Second, a change in
either FL or V has an indirect e¤ect through the change of the investors strategies. In the
case of higher liquidation value, investors know that, due to the direct e¤ect of a change in
V , the …rm is less likely to default and hence they rollover for a wider range of signals. This
leads to a further decrease in s .
In contrast, the e¤ect of a higher face value, FS2 , on the default threshold, s , is more
complicated. On the one hand, higher FS2 makes it more pro…table for the investor to roll
over the loan, conditional on the …rm not defaulting. This increases investors’incentives to
roll over and hence tends to decrease s . On the other hand, higher FS2 increases the amount
of the debt to be repaid at t = 2 which makes default more likely. This discourages investors
from rolling over their loans. It turns out that there exists a threshold value FS2 , which I
2
2
denote F S , such that if FS2 < F S then an increase in FS2 leads to a decrease in the default
2
threshold while if FS2 > F S then a further increase in FS2 results in an increase in s . It
2
follows that s is minimized at FS2 = F S .
2

Corollary 1 The threshold return s is minimized at F S where
r
FS1
V
2
2
1
) FL
FS =
FS + (FS1 ) + 2 [(1
V

FS1 ]

!

2

2

Moreover, s decreases with FS2 when FS2 < F S and increases with FS2 when FS2 > F S .
2

The above corollary implies that the …rm will never choose FS2 > F S because this will
result in both higher probability of default (higher s ) and lower pro…ts conditional on not
defaulting.
Above I assumed that FS1
V . In section A:3 of the appendix I show that similar
1
results also hold when FS > V . In particular, I show that for a given maturity structure
( ;1
) and given the face values (FS1 ; FS2 ; FL ) there exists a unique threshold s such the
2
…rm will default if and only if s < s . Moreover, there also exists a unique value of F S such
2
that s is minimized at F S .

3.3

Optimal choice of FS2

Having solved the rollover game for any given maturity structure ( ; 1
) I consider now
…rm’s optimal choice of face value of the short-term debt issued at t = 1, FS2 . As before, I
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take the maturity structure ( ; 1
) and the associated face values FS1 and FL as given.
When choosing the face value of the short-term debt issued in period t = 1 the …rm faces the
following trade-o¤. On the one hand, higher face value increases incentives for the investors
to roll over and hence it decreases the default threshold. On the other hand, a higher FS2
decreases pro…ts of the …rm conditional on not defaulting. When choosing the optimal face
value in period t = 1 the …rm weighs this positive e¤ect of lower default threshold against
the decrease in pro…ts due to a higher promised face value.
The …rm’s maximization problem at t = 1 is given by
!
Z 1
s y
ds
max
s
FS2 (1
) FL y 1=2
1=2
2
FS

s

y

FS2

FS1

s:t:
where s is a solution to the rollover game
We saw above that the …rm can in‡uence the threshold return from the investment above
which it survives, s , by adjusting the face value of the debt issued at t = 1. Recall that
2
F S is the face value that minimizes the default threshold s and smin = minFS2 s (FS2 ; ) (i.e.
2

smin is the default threshold associated with the face value F S ). It follows that for s < smin
the …rm defaults regardless of its actions at time t = 1.
De…ne s ( ) as the investment return above which the …rm will not default even if all
investors withdraw. It can be shown that
8
n
o
(1
)FL
>
< min 1 F 1 =V ; s if FS1 < V
S
s( ) =
>
:
s
if FS1 V

where s is a threshold above which the project matures early and the return is high enough
so that the …rm can repay all of its debt (see Assumption 2 and its discussion in section 2:5
and section A:1 in the appendix). Then s ( ) is the threshold above which the …rm repays
its debt regardless of the actions by the short-term debt holders.
The above discussion implies that if s < smin then the …rm will default regardless of the
face value FS2 . On the other hand, if s > s ( ) the …rm will never default. Thus we see that
adjusting the face value FS2 allows the …rm to avoid default if and only if s 2 [smin ; s ( )].
The following proposition characterizes the optimal value of FS2 in the limit as the …rm’s
information becomes perfect.16
16

One should think about this limiting case in the following way. For any given p < 1 the …rm’s choice
of FS2 and the outcome of the rollover game are well de…ned (as describe in Propositions 1 and 2). Therefore,
one can ask a question what happens as p ! 1. Proposition 3 simply states what happens to the …rm’s
choice of FS2 in the limit as the information it has becomes more and more precise. Conceptually, this is the
same as considering the limiting case as the noise is vanishing in a standard global game.
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Proposition 2 Suppose that x ! 1, p ! 1 and that
optimal choice of face value FS2 is given by:

p
x

! 0. Then, in the limit, the

- FS2 = FS1 if s > s ( )
- FS2 is the smallest solution to s FS2 ;
= s if s 2 [smin ( ) ; s ( )]
- if s < smin ( ) then the …rm defaults regardless of FS2
The above result has a simple interpretation. When s > s ( ) then the …rm knows it
will survive for sure because all investors will choose to roll over regardless of the face value
o¤ered by the …rm (as long as FS2 FS1 ). Therefore, the …rm …nds it optimal to set the lowest
feasible face value, i.e. FS2 = FS1 . When s 2 [smin ( ) ; s ( )] then in order to avoid default the
…rm has to make use of the face value FS2 to lower short-term debt holders’threshold below
which they withdraw. Pro…t maximization implies that the …rm will choose the smallest FS2
which will make agents roll over their loans. Thus, for realizations of s in this range, the
optimal FS2 is the smallest solution to s (FS2 ; ) = s. Corollary 1 implies then that for all
s 2 [smin ( ) ; s ( )] the face value FS2 increases as s decreases and at smin the optimal face
2
value is given by F S (the face value that minimizes s ). Finally, if s < smin ( ) then the …rm
will default regardless of the face value it chooses.

3.4

Optimal Maturity Structure

In this section I study …rm’s choice of the optimal maturity structure. I impose the requirement that FS1 = 1.17 In that case the …rm’s problem at t = 0 is given by
Z 1
s
1=2
max
s
FS2 (1
) FL
ds
1=2
;FL

smin ( )

s:t: investors’participation constraints

where s ( ) is implied by the rollover game and FS2 is chosen optimally according to proposition 2. The participation constraint for the long-term debt holders is given by
FL Pr (s
for all

s)

1

2 [0; 1]. The participation constraint for the short-term debt holders is
FS1 Pr (s < smin ) + Pr (s > smin ) E FS2 (s) js > smin
E FS2 (s) js > smin

17

1 if
1 if

2 [0; V ]
2 (V; 1]

The same assumption is made by Eisenbach [17]. In the complete information version of the model this
restriction would be implied by the rationality of the investors and pro…t maximization by the …rm. In the
global game model this is not necessarily true. In period t = 1 the …rm now has incentives to set FS2 > FS1 in
order to decrease the strategic uncertainty faced by the investors and provide them with stronger incentives
to roll over their loans. Therefore, it is possible that the …rm can credibly commit to setting high FS2 in
order to compensate the short-term creditors for o¤ering FS1 < 1 at t = 0. For simplicity, however, in what
follows I assume that FS1 = 1.
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It is easy to see that the participation constraint of long-term debt holders will hold with
equality. This is because increasing the face value of long-term debt leads to lower pro…ts
conditional on the …rm not defaulting and an increase in smin ( ) leading to a higher probability of default (see the discussion of proposition 1). On the other hand, the participation
constraint of the short-term debt holders may hold with strict inequality. This is because,
when faced with illiquidity risk, the …rm may choose to o¤er short-term debt holders a
positive return in order to reduce the default risk due to early excessive withdrawals.
The …rm chooses the maturity structure of its debt to maximize its expected pro…t. The
long-term debt has the advantage of having the same maturity as the project. Therefore, by
issuing more long-term debt the …rm can decrease the risk of illiquidity. On the other hand
long-term debt is more expensive than short-term debt. This is because, short-term creditors
can act based on their signals. In particular, if they expect default, they can withdraw their
funds early securing a positive payo¤. This leads to a trade-o¤ between short-term and
long-term debt. It is possible to show that regardless of the parameters the …rm will always
want to …nance a positive fraction of the project with short-term debt.
Proposition 3 For any
that is
>0

< 2 the optimal proportion of short-term debt is strictly positive,

Unfortunately, an analytical solution to the maturity structure choice is unavailable.
Therefore, in the next section I turn to a numerical analysis.

3.5

Numerical Analysis

There are three exogenous parameters in the model: liquidation value V and the mean and
the standard deviation of the prior belief. Since I consider the case when the signals become
arbitrarily precise I do not need to specify the precisions of the signals. In what follows I
set the liquidation value V = 0:75 and assume that s is distributed according to a normal
distribution with mean = 4 and standard deviation = 2.
I compare the results from simulating the above model with the solution to the complete
information version of the model. I assume that in the complete version of the model both
the …rm and the investors learn the true return from investment at the beginning of period
t = 1, before they make any decisions (but after the maturity structure has been determined
at t = 0). Moreover, in order to deal with the multiplicity of equilibria, I assume that in
the rollover game investors always coordinate on the Pareto e¢ cient equilibrium.18 In what
follows I refer to the complete information model as the model without strategic uncertainty
and a model with incomplete information structure as the model with strategic uncertainty.
A solution to the complete information model is described in Appendix C.
18

This is a standard assumption in the literature. It implies that investors do not face strategic uncertainty
when they make their decisions. Note also that in the model with strategic uncertainty we focus on the case
when the signals becomes in…nitely precise. Therefore, in both models agents face no fundamental uncertainty
(see Morris and Shin [32]).
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Figure 5: Expected Pro…ts
I start by comparing …rm’s optimal choice of maturity in each of the models. Figure
5 depicts the expected pro…t of the …rm as a function of in a model without strategic
uncertainty (left panel) and in the model with strategic uncertainty (right panel). We see
that in the former model the pro…t maximizing maturity structure prescribes …nancing a
fraction V of the project with short-term debt and the remaining part, 1 V , with the
long-term debt. In contrast, in the model with strategic uncertainty, the optimal amount of
short-term debt is always strictly less than V . Below I explain why the presence of strategic
uncertainty discourages the …rm from issuing short-term debt by comparing the outcomes
of the rollover game and the expected cost of …nancing the project in each model.
In the complete information model I assumed that in the rollover game investors always
coordinate on the Pareto e¢ cient equilibrium. Therefore, in this model the default threshold
coincides with the solvency threshold s. In contrast, in the model with strategic uncertainty,
the default threshold s is in general di¤erent than s. Figure 6 depicts both the solvency
threshold s (solid blue line) and the default threshold default threshold s implied by the
model with strategic uncertainty (the red dashed line). We see that in the model with
strategic uncertainty the default threshold is an increasing function of short-term debt
and is always above the solvency threshold. This discourages the …rm from issuing shortterm debt when investors face strategic uncertainty.
Figure 7 shows the expected cost of …nancing the project as a function of in the model
with strategic uncertainty (left panel) and for a model without strategic uncertainty (right
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payoff (s)

α=V

α
Figure 6: Default Threshold
panel).19,20 The vertical dashed line indicates the level of short-term debt that maximizes
the expected pro…ts. We see that in the case of the model without strategic uncertainty
the optimal amount of short-term debt coincides with the level of short-term debt that
minimizes the expected cost of …nancing the project. On the other hand, in the model with
strategic uncertainty, optimal
is smaller than the amount that minimizes the expected
cost of …nancing the project. The reason is that, as we have seen above, when increases
the default threshold increases. This in turn tends to decrease …rm’s expected pro…ts despite
the drop in the cost of …nancing the project. Nevertheless, the …rm still …nds it optimal to
issue a positive amount of short-term debt. The reason is that for small values of the
expected cost of debt decreases rapidly enough to compensate the …rm for the increase in
the default probability.

4

Secondary Market Conditions

In this section I show how a change in secondary market conditions a¤ects: (1) …rm’s optimal
choice of maturity and (2) the default threshold and the associated face values. Within
the model, secondary market conditions are captured by the liquidation value V . A low
R1
The expected cost of …nancing the project for a …xed is given by s
FS2 + (1
20
Both panels use the same scale and hence they are directly comparable.
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Figure 7: Expected Cost of Servicing Debt
liquidation value means that the …rm can sell its capital only at a high discount compared to
its fundamental value while a high V implies that the capital can be sold at a low discount.
In section 4:1 I consider the e¤ects of di¤erent secondary market conditions in period t = 0
on …rm’s choice of maturity structure. In section 4:2 I consider the e¤ect of unexpected
deterioration in secondary market condition at the beginning of period t = 1 (unexpected
drop in V ).

4.1

The Role of Liquidation value

Figure 8 shows that optimal amount of short-term debt issued, , increases as the liquidation value V increases. There are two channels through which a higher liquidation value
encourages the …rm to …nance higher proportion of the project with short-term debt. First,
higher V decreases the illiquidity region for any < V by shifting the curve s ( ) downwards.
This implies that ex-ante the …rm faces a lower probability of defaulting due to liquidity issues. Second, the decrease in the illiquidity region makes individual investors less concerned
about actions of the others. As V increases investors are less worried about withdrawals by
other creditors because they know that these withdrawals have a smaller e¤ect on the …nal
return from investment (for given withdrawals the …rm has to liquidate less of its project.).
Therefore, short-term debt holders are more willing to roll over their loans when s falls in
the illiquidity region. This in turn reduces the incidents of defaults due to liquidity problems
further decreasing the cost of short-term debt.
As V increases the fraction of the project …nanced with short-term debt becomes closer
and closer to the prediction of the model with complete information (that is the distance
19
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Figure 8: Pro…ts as V varies
between
and V decreases). On the other hand, for low enough V the …rm will choose to
…nance its project almost fully with long-term debt. This suggests that a complete information model might be a good approximation of the model with strategic uncertainty when the
secondary market is working well and the liquidation value of the project is high. On the
other hand, when the secondary market is severely disturbed the presence of strategic uncertainty among investors becomes a dominant force determining the optimal debt maturity
structure.

4.2

Unexpected deterioration in market conditions

Consider now an unexpected deterioration in markets conditions at t = 1 (after the …rm
issued short-term and long-term debt). This exercise is motivated by the recent crisis which
featured sudden deterioration in secondary markets conditions and tighter access to credit
(see for example Ivashina and Scharfstein [25]).
I consider a situation where the liquidation value V falls unexpectedly at t = 1 from V H
to V L , where V H > V L . Since this fall is unforeseen, the …rm issued debt at t = 0 expecting
that at the time it will have to roll over its short-term debt the liquidation value will be
high. I associate V H with normal time and V L with a crisis.
As explained in section 4:1 a deterioration in secondary market conditions increases the
importance of strategic uncertainty making investors less willing to rollover their debt. When
such deterioration happens after the …rm issued debt it has two e¤ects on the outcome of the
rollover game. First, for low enough returns from investment the …rm is forced into default
even though it would be able to re…nance its debt successfully if the market conditions did
not deteriorate. Second, the …rms that continue operating are forced to o¤er higher face
values compared to the situation in which liquidation value was high.
20
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Figure 9: Increase of the default threshold
Figure 9 shows the increase in the default threshold for each . If liquidation value stayed
at the level V H then the …rm would default only if the return from investment was lower than
s
; V H . However, when the secondary market conditions deteriorate, the minimal return
that investors require in order to re…nance the …rm increases signi…cantly. This pushes the
default threshold up for each to s
; V L and results in a range of returns for which the
…rm defaults.
Figure 10 shows that for each a decrease in liquidation value increases the maximum face
value that the …rm o¤ers. Recall from section 3:3 that determines the threshold investment
return below which the …rm will default since the …rm does not default if and only ifs smin = s
As we can see, an unexpected deterioration in market conditions leads to a large increase
2
in F S . The reason is that a lower liquidation value makes investors more concerned about
other investors’behavior and less willing to roll over their loans. In order to avoid a default
the …rm o¤ers a higher face value than it would if the market conditions were unchanged. A
higher face value implies a higher payo¤ from rolling (conditional on no default) encouraging
2
them to roll over their loans. Note, however, that despite a large increase in F S the default
threshold also increased signi…cantly (10). This is because at one point o¤ering higher face
value becomes counterproductive. A higher face value increases debt burden of the …rm
discouraging the investors from rolling over. For high values of FS2 this e¤ect dominates the
positive e¤ect of higher payo¤ conditional on no default.
It is interesting that when there is a sudden deterioration in market conditions, the
…rms that have projects with payo¤ s 2 s
;V L ;s
; V H are being “trapped”by the
pessimistic expectations of investors. When the liquidation value decreases each investors
knows that the …rm becomes more vulnerable to withdrawals and become more concerned
regarding withdrawals by other investors. This in turn makes each investor more likely
21
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Figure 10: Increase in the face value FS2
to withdraw his loan. Since all investors follow the same reasoning they all become more
pessimistic about prospect of the …rm and even more likely to withdraw, and so on. The …rm
can try to coordinate investors on rolling over by o¤ering a high face value FS2 . However,
; V H the required increase in the face value is so large that it
;V L ;s
for s 2 s
would lead to a huge increase in the debt burden making future default very likely further
justifying the initial pessimism of the investors. As a result the …rm …nds itself being forced
to default. It is important to note that while this outcome is due to self-ful…lling beliefs it is
the unique outcome of the game since the beliefs of each investor are uniquely determined.
The above predictions of the model are in line with the experience of many …rms and
…nancial institutions during the recent subprime crisis. In this period the cost of re…nancing
the debt went up even for these companies that were considered safe while others, seemingly
solvent …rms and …nancial institutions were cut from the credit markets and forced to default
(see …gures 1 and 2).

5

Debt Overhang and Future Investment Opportunities

In this section I use the model to investigate the e¤ects of debt overhang on …rm’s maturity
choice and investors’rollover decisions. The primary motivation for studying this problem is
the amount of attention debt overhang has received as one of the main factors behind slow
recovery from the last recession.
The other motivation behind this extension are the recent …nding by Diamond and He
[16]. They showed that, contrary to the common perception, in the presence of re…nancing
risk short-term debt can lead to a stronger debt overhang than long-term debt. However,
22

their model assumes perfect coordination among debt holders and does not take into account strategic uncertainty. Below I investigate if they conclusions change in the setup with
strategic uncertainty.

5.1

Debt Overhang Problem in the Model

In order to introduce the debt overhang problem into the model I make the following modi…cation to the setup described in section 2. Namely, I assume that after agents make their
roll over decisions the …rm can undertake a new project that is …nanced fully with equity. I
assume that the cost of the project is I < 1 and it pays a sure net return of b > 0. This extra
investment opportunity is the only change compared to the benchmark model described in
section 2.21
Adding a new investment opportunity at t = 1 introduces a debt overhang problem into
the model. To see this note that if the …rm could commit to always invest then its expected
pro…ts at t = 0 would be higher compared to the case when the investment decision is made
at t = 1. Committing to always undertake the new investment at t = 1 implies higher
expected revenues at t = 2 regardless of the payo¤ from the initial investment. This in turn
makes investors less worried about default in the future and hence makes them accept lower
face values at t = 0 and t = 1. Thus, not only the …rm defaults less often but also it enjoys
higher pro…ts than before due to the lower cost of …nancing its initial project. Unfortunately,
the …rm cannot commit credibly to always invest. Once the …rm learns s it knows that in the
case of default the proceeds from the new investment will go to the debt holders. Therefore,
the …rm will never invest if it expects to default. Anticipating such behavior debt holders
request higher face values compared to the case when they are sure that the …rm would
invest increasing the default threshold and decreasing …rm’s pro…ts when it does not default.

5.2

Rollover Game in the Presence of Debt Overhang

Consider the …rm’s decision to undertake the new investment at the end of period t = 1.
Note that this decision is taken after the …rm observes the withdrawals made by investors
which allows the …rm to infer the true value of s.22 Therefore, the …rm will invest if and
only if
F1
) FL 0
(3)
1 m S s + b (1 m) FS2 (1
V
This implies that if the …rm su¤ers high withdrawals it will choose not to undertake the
pro…table investment because it knows that all the proceeds from the new investment will be
used to repayment of the remaining outstanding debt. This constitutes the debt overhang
problem in the model.
21

This speci…cation of debt overhang follows closely Diamond and He [16] and it has advantage of being
particularly simple.
22
In the environment considered here observing the mass of short-term debt holders withdrawing is equivalent to observing s.
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Equation (3) holding with equality is the critical mass condition for the model with debt
overhang and is the only change compared with the rollover game analyzed in section 3:2.
Therefore, we know that the equilibrium of the rollover game is determined by the payo¤
indi¤erence condition for investors (which stays unchanged) and the “new” critical mass
condition. The next proposition characterizes the equilibrium of the rollover stage.
Proposition 4 Let x ! 1, p ! 1 and xp ! 0. Then the unique equilibrium in
monotone strategies is characterized by a pair of thresholds (x ; s ) where:
x ( ) = s ( )=

(1

) FL +

FS1

1
x ( ) = s ( )=

(1

(FS2
V

) FL +
1

FS1 )

b

FS1
FS2
V

FS2

b

FS1
FS2

if

FS1

if

FS1 > V

V

We see that the presence of the additional investment opportunity decreases the default
threshold s . To understand how this new investment opportunity changes the outcome of
the rollover game I consider its e¤ect on the default threshold when FS1 V .23 This e¤ect
can be decomposed into a direct and an indirect e¤ects:
1
1

FS1 FS1
V FS2
total ef f ect

b

=

b

+

FS1 FS1
V FS2
FS1 FS1
V FS2
indirect ef f ect

b

1

direct ef f ect

The direct e¤ect is simply the e¤ect of a higher total return from the …rm’s investments.
Holding investors’behavior constant the threshold s would simply decrease by b. However,
the fact that the …rm survives now for lower values of s makes each short-term investor more
willing to roll over their loans. This in turn decreases strategic uncertainty among investors
since they now expect each other to withdraw less often. Therefore, they roll over their loans
for a wider range of signals which further decreases the default threshold, s . This is the
“indirect e¤ect”implied by the additional investment. Note that the indirect e¤ect becomes
stronger as FS1 =V increases or the distance between FS2 and FS1 decreases. Finally, note
that the indirect e¤ect can be stronger than direct e¤ect (this can happen when Fs2 is close
to FS1 and close to V ).
Above we saw how debt overhang changes the outcome of the rollover game. I focus
now on its e¤ect on the optimal maturity structure. As shown in Proposition 4 the extra
investment opportunity makes the short-term debt holders more willing to roll over their
loans decreasing the probability of the default due to illiquidity. This encourages the …rm
to issue more short-term debt. On the other hand, the default threshold is increasing in
implying that as the the …rm relies more heavily on short-term debt it will forgo the
investment opportunity at t = 1 for a larger range of payo¤s from its initial investment.
23

Similar decomposition can be made for the case with rollover risk.
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This e¤ect discourages it from relying on short-term …nance. Thus, it is ambiguous whether
in the presence of additional investment opportunity the …rm relies more or less on shortterm debt. While analytical solutions to the optimal maturity structure are unavailable,
numerical simulations suggest that the …rst e¤ect tends to dominate.
Figure 11 depicts the optimal amount of short-term debt issued as a function of the net
present value from the additional investment b in the model without strategic uncertainty
(left panel) and in the model with strategic uncertainty (right panel). I associate a higher
b with a stronger debt overhang problem since for high returns from new investment not
investing is particularly harmful for the …rm’s ex-ante value. We see that in the model with
complete information introducing a new investment and changing its return has no e¤ect on
the optimal maturity structure. This is in contrast to the model with incomplete information
where the optimal amount of short-term debt issued increases with b.
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Figure 11: Optimal maturity structure as a function of b
To understand that note that when the …rm has an additional investment opportunity, the
illiquidity risk associated with short-term debt decreases substantially allowing the …rm to
o¤er a lower face value FS2 and making short-term debt cheaper. As long as the probability
of default is small enough for all
(limiting the debt overhang) the existence of a new
investment opportunity will make the …rm issue more short-term debt. Therefore, the key
parameters determining whether proportion of short-term debt increases or not are the ones
controlling the ex-ante belief about investment (i.e. values of and ).
It is interesting to compare the above results to the …ndings of Diamond and He [16].
They show that the short-term debt imposes a stronger debt overhang than long-term debt
in bad states. Thus, they conclude that when the bad states are su¢ ciently likely in the
25

future …rms with future investment opportunities should rely more on the long-term debt.
My model can be thought of as an extreme example of their setup. In particular, in my
model neither long-term debt nor short-term debt imposes debt overhang in good states
(high s) while both impose an extreme debt overhang in bad states (low s).24 However,
short-term debt leads to a higher default threshold and, as we saw above, investment at
t = 1 is undertaken only in the absence of default. It follows that in my model short-term
debt impose severe debt overhang for larger set of states and hence leads to a stronger exante debt overhang.25 Therefore, the main …nding of Diamond and He holds also in my
setup. However, in contrast to their conclusion, I …nd that a …rm with a future investment
opportunity may …nd it optimal to rely more heavily on short-term debt compared to …rm
a …rm without such an opportunity. The reason behind our di¤erent conclusions is the
presence of strategic uncertainty in my setup.

5.3

Unexpected lack of new investment opportunity

Note that the model with debt overhang can shed some more light on the default experience
of many …rms in the crisis. The above model suggests that when the …rm and investors
are optimistic about the future (high and large b) the …rm may decide to issue a lot of
short-term debt hoping for the extra revenues from the new investment opportunities to
cover the shortfall of revenues from the initial investment if the initial project turns out
not to be as pro…table as expected. However, in the crisis, the new investment opportunity
may become less pro…table or even disappear. This would cause many …rms to default while
others would face a higher cost of rolling over its debt. The e¤ects of decrease in pro…tability
of the new investment (or its disappearance) are the same as the e¤ects of deterioration in
the secondary markets (see in section 4:2).

6

Conclusion

In this paper I analyzed the choice of debt maturity structure and the re…nancing decisions
by the …rm and investors in an environment where: (1) the …rm default risk depends on
the rollover decisions of investors (even in the absence of re…nancing risk), (2) the shortterm investors are subject to strategic uncertainty when making their rollover decisions, (3)
the …rm can choose freely face values in order to minimize the rollover and default risks
and (4) the face values of debt a¤ect directly investors’ decisions. These features of the
model, in particular strategic uncertainty and endogeneity of the face values, lead to very
rich re…nancing decisions by the …rm and the creditors.
To capture strategic uncertainty I model the rollover game as a global game. I show
that in the global game model, even in the absence of rollover risk, the strategic uncertainty
24

This zero-one nature of debt overhang follows from the fact that in my model all uncertainty is resolved
at t = 1 while in Diamond and He [16] the resolution of uncertainty is gradual.
25
That is debt overhang measured at t = 0 at the time the …rm is deciding its maturity structure.
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among investors can make them withdraw their funds early, forcing the …rm to liquidate a
large fraction of its investment and resulting in future default. In order to provide incentives
to investors to roll over their loans the …rm sets a high face value for the debt issued in the
intermediate period. I show that the higher face value has two opposite e¤ects on the rollover
decisions of the creditors. On the one hand, a higher face value makes the payo¤ from rolling
over conditional on survival of the …rm higher making rolling over more attractive. On the
other hand, a higher face value increases the debt burden of the …rm making a default more
likely. I …nd that the former e¤ect dominates up to a given threshold level (corollary 1).
The model does not admit a closed form solution and hence, when analyzing the …rm’s
choice of debt maturity, I resort to numerical analysis. The numerical examples presented
in the paper suggest that the presence of strategic uncertainty discourages the …rm from
issuing short-term debt - the optimal amount of short-term debt is lower than in the model
without strategic uncertainty. How much lower depends on the parameters of the model. In
particular, I explore the e¤ects of di¤erent liquidation values of the project on the optimal
maturity structure in section 4:1 and …nd that a lower liquidation value results in less shortterm debt being issued up to the point where all of the investment at t = 0 is …nanced with
long-term debt.
The model presented in the paper proves to be very ‡exible and I use it to answer
two additional questions. First, I study the e¤ect of a deterioration in secondary market
conditions. I show that if the deterioration is unexpected, it can push solvent …rms into
default and increase the costs of re…nancing to others (section 4:2). Since the maturity
structure in this situation is ex-post ine¢ cient this may lead an outside observer to conclude
that …rms do not choose their maturity optimally. This, however, ignores the fact that
maturity was chosen when no agent expected a sudden deterioration in market conditions.
Second, I use the model to contribute to the literature on debt overhang (section 5:1). I
con…rm the …nding of Diamond and He [16] that short-term debt leads to a stronger debt
overhang problem than long-term debt in the presence of default risk. Despite this, I …nd that
the presence of new investment also decreases strategic uncertainty faced by investors making
short-term debt e¤ectively cheaper. Which e¤ect dominates depends on the parameters of
the model.
The model abstracts from two important issues. First, I do not consider the signaling
e¤ect of the …rm’s choice of face value in the intermediate period. This is an important
problem since …rms have access to information that is unavailable to outside investors and
can use the face values to in‡uence investors’ rollover decisions. Secondly, the assumed
market structure during the rollover game is very simple. In reality, the …rm can issue
debt to new investors and long-term investors can sell their debt in the secondary market.
Allowing for these options may change the outcome of the rollover game in interesting ways.
For example, the price in the secondary market for the long-term debt may contain useful
information for the short-term creditors in‡uencing their decisions. Such a model may lead
to testable predictions between the prices of the long-term and short-term debt. I leave these
issues for further research.
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A

Benchmark Model: Proofs

In this Appendix I provide the proofs of the results stated in section 3 when analyzing the
global game model. In section A:1 I discuss assumption 2 made in the paper and explain why
it is necessary. Section A:2 contains the solution to the rollover game when FS1 V while
in section A:3 I provide the solution to the rollover game when FS1 > V . Finally, section
A:4 contains a proof of Proposition 2 while section A:5 contains a proof of Proposition 3.

A.1

The upper dominance region

The usual argument that is used to prove uniqueness of equilibrium (as developed by Carlsson
and van Damme [8], and Morris and Shin [29]) requires presence of global strategic complementarities and dominance regions.26 For FS1 < V the model has both lower dominance
) FL it is always optimal
and upper dominance regions. In particular, when s < FS2 + (1
(1
)FL
1
2
(and FS > FS but FS2 small enough) it is
to withdraw funds early while when s >
F1
1

S

V

strictly dominant to rollover the loan. However, as ! FV1 this upper region disappears.
S
The lack of upper dominance region implies that in addition to the equilibrium stated in the
section 3 there is an additional equilibrium. In this equilibrium everyone withdraws early
regardless of their signal and the …rm always defaults. There are two ways to deal with
this problem. First, I can impose additional restriction on equilibrium, namely if I require
that the creditors use strategies that depend on their signal, this equilibrium disappears (see
Goldstein and Pauzner [18]). The other way is to impose upper dominance region exogenously. The latter strategy is followed by Dasgupta [12] and Goldstein and Pauzner [18]. I
use their approach in this appendix, that is I assume that there exists an exogenous s such
that if s
s then the project matures early, and the …rm is able to repay all of its debt.
Therefore, for s
s rolling over is a dominant strategy (and strictly dominant whenever
FS2 > FS1 ). This assumption ensures that rolling over always is optimal for large enough s.
Assumption 4 There exists s such that for all s
…rm can repay its debt.

s the project matures at t = 1 and the

It is important to note though, that whether I impose the additional restriction on the
equilibrium strategies or I change the model to add the upper dominance region the outcome
of the game does not change substantially. This is because the upper dominance region can
be made arbitrary far from the mean return - what matters is the fact that it exists rather
than its size.
The other technical issue I face is the fact that our game does not feature global strategic
complementarities but rather a much weaker single-crossing property. This requires us to
con…ne our attention to equilibria in monotone strategies. While Dasgupta [12] and Goldstein
and Pauzner [18] proved uniqueness of equilibria in games with single-crossing property in
26

existence of regions in which one of the two actions that can be chosen in the coordination game is
dominant.
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their particular setups, as pointed out by Morris and Shin [31] single crossing condition is
in general not su¢ cient to ensure uniqueness. Moreover, their result make use the fact that
the noise is uniformly distributed and it remains an open question whether similar results
can be proven for the case of the other distribution.

A.2

Rollover Game With No Rollover Risk ( FS1

V)

Take all the maturity structure ( ; 1
) and the face values (FS1 ; FS2 ; FL ) as given. I show
…rst that there, under some conditions on FS2 there exists a region where if everyone rolls
over the …rm is able to repay its debt but if everyone withdraws then the …rm will default.27
I assume …rst that these conditions are satis…ed and prove uniqueness of equilibrium in
monotone strategies. Finally, I show that in any equilibrium the conditions under which
there exists multiplicity region are necessary satis…ed.
We know that if everyone rolls over the …rm will not default if and only if
s

FS2

(1

) FL

0

On the other hand, if everyone withdraws then the …rm is left with (1
it will repay its debt if and only if
1

FS1
V

s

(1

) FL

FS1 =V ) s and thus

0

Therefore, the existence of the intermediate region with multiple equilibria requires that
FS2 <

FS1 (1
V 1

If FS2 satis…es the above condition then for all s
1

m

FS1
V

s

) FL

FS2 + (1

m) FS2

(1

(4)

FS1
V

(1

) FL the expression
) FL

is strictly decreasing in m and crosses zero exactly once.28
F1
L
. The equilibrium in monotone strategies is
Suppose for now that FS2 < VS (1 )F
F1
1

S

V

characterized by two thresholds, s and x , such that an agent rolls over his loan if and only
if he receives a signal xi x and the …rm defaults if and only if s < s and repays its debt
otherwise.
27

In other words, if all investors had perfect information then there will be region of s with two pure
strategy equilibria, one in which everyone withdraws and one in which everyone rolls over.
28
In the case when s < FS2 + (1
) FL it is possible that (1 m FS1 =V )s (1 m) FS2 (1
) FL
is increasing, but it is then negative for all m. Hence the game satis…es the single crossing condition in m.
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If all agents follow monotone strategies with a symmetric cuto¤ x then, for a given s,
the proportion of short-term debt holders that withdraws early is given by
x

s
1=2
x

I saw above that the …rm will default regardless of m whenever s < FS2 + (1
) FL .
Therefore, it has to be the case that s
FS2 + (1
) FL . But then it follows that
x

1

FS1
V

s
1=2
x

s

x

1

s

FS2

1=2

(1

) FL

x

is increasing in s and so for every x there exists unique s .29
The equilibrium in monotone strategies is then characterized by the following two conditions:
1

x

FS1
V

s
1=2
x

FS2

Z

1

(

x

s

x

1

s

FS2

1=2

(1

) FL = 0

(5)

x

+

y)

xx

s

1=2

+

yy

x+ y

1=2

s

x

!

ds = FS1

(6)

Solving (??) for x I get
x =

x

+

y

s

x

x

y+

(

x

y

1=2
y)

+
x

1

FS1
FS2

implying that at s = s the proportion of short-term investors that withdraw early is given
by
!
1=2
1
+
(s
y)
F
x
y
y
S
1
+
1=2
FS2
x
x
Substituting this into the Critical Mass condition and taking the limit as
1

FS1 FS1
V FS2

s

FS1
FS2

FS2

) FL +

(FS2

1

(1

y
x

! 0 we get

) FL = 0

Rearranging the above equation yields:
s =

(1

FS1 )

FS1 FS1
V FS2

1
29

Here, we use the fact that the above condition is decreasing in m and, in a monotone equilibrium, m is
decreasing in s.
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Moreover,
lim x = s

x !1
y = x !0

This shows that if FS2 <

FS1 (1
V
1

)FL

then as

F1
S
V

y
x

! 0 there is a unique equilibrium in monotone

strategies such that
(1

x =s =

FS1

1
It remains to show that FS2
FS1 (1
V
1

FS2
s>
Z

V FS2
FS1

2
V FS
F1
S

)FL
F1
S
V

FS1 (1
V
1

FS1
V

s

where s =

(1
1

)FL
F1
S
V

)FL

V

FS1 )

FS1
FS2

can never be optimal. To see that note that if

F1
S
V

then the pro…ts of the …rm are maximized if everyone rolls over whenever

and nobody rolls over if s <

1

(FS2

) FL +

s

(1

) FL

V FS2
FS1

so that the …rm’s pro…t is bounded above by
s

1
2

1=2

Z 1
ds+ V F 2 s

FS2

S
F1
S

. On the other hand, note that for any 1 < FbS2 <

rium expected pro…t is given by
Z 1h
s
FbS2

(1

) FL

s

i

1=2

s
1=2

(1
FS1 (1
V
1

) FL
)FL
F1
S
V

V

never …nd it optimal to set FS2 >

FS1 (1
V
1

)FL

F1
S
V

s

the equilib-

ds

where s < s is a threshold determined by equations (5) and (6). Moreover, 8s
have
i
h
FS1
1
s (1
) FL
s
FbS2 (1
) FL
V
1
FS
FS1 (1
) FL
FS1 (1
) FL
=
s + FbS2 <
+
=0
1
FS
FS1
V
V
V 1
1
implying that the …rm earns higher pro…ts by setting FbS2 <

1
2

s we have

V

FS1 (1
V
1

)FL
F1
S
V

FS2 and hence will

.

Proposition 1 follows immediately from the above discussion.
Proposition 1 Let xy ! 0 as x ! 1 and y ! 1. Then the rollover game has a unique
equilibrium in monotone strategies in which all investors use threshold strategies with cuto¤
31

1=2

ds

x and the …rm defaults if and only if s < s where
x =s =

(1

(FS2

) FL +
1

FS1 )

FS1 FS1
V FS2

Corollary 1 follows immediately by minimizing s with respect to FS2 .

A.3

Rollover Game With Rollover Risk ( FS1 > V )
V
FS1

I assume now that FS1 > V and therefore if m >
case, the …rm repays its debt if and only if
1

min fm; 1g

h
Note that all m 2 0;

V
FS1

i

FS1
V

s

(1

the …rm defaults at t = 1. In this

min fm; 1g) FS2

(1

) FL

(7)

0

the derivative of the l.h.s. of the above equation is given by
FS1
s + FS2
V

and, thus, for a given s, the above equation is either decreasing or increasing in m. Since
FS1
) FL the derivative of equation (7) is strictly
> 1 it follows thath for alli s
FS2 + (1
V

negative for all m 2 0;

V
FS1

. If s <

FS2 + (1

) FL then regardless of the sign of the

F1

derivative, I have 1 min fm; 1g V S s (1 min fm; 1g) FS2 (1
) FL < 0. Therefore,
it follows that the Critical Mass condition satis…ed the single crossing property.
It is easy to show that given assumption A:2 all short-term debt holders always withdrawing irrespective of signals is an equilibrium. Thus, I assume that investors follow monotone
strategies with threshold x < 1. The main di¤erence between the case when FS1 > V and
the case of no rollover risk is that now the …rm can default at t = 1. Let sD be the return
from investment such that if s < sD then the …rm defaults early at t = 1. The threshold sD
is de…ned by
x
sD
V
=
1=2
FS1
x
that is at s = sD the fraction of short-term debt holders withdrawing early is such that in
order to satisfy early withdrawals the …rm has to liquidate the whole project. Rearranging
the above equation, we get
V
1=2
1
sD = x
(8)
x
FS1
In the case of the rollover risk the Critical mass condition is given by
1

min m (s ; x ) ;

V
FS1

FS1
V

s

1

min m (s ; x ) ;
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V
FS1

FS2 (1

) FL = 0

and the Payo¤ indi¤erence condition is30
Z 1
Z
s
1=2
2
1
FS
( x + y)
ds = FS
1=2
s

1

(

x

+

y)

1=2

1=2

sD

x

s

ds

x

Consider …rst the Payo¤ Indi¤erence condition. Evaluating the integrals and rearranging
we get
0
0
11
1
y
V
1
2
(y
x
)
+
1
x
1
1
FS
y
x+ y
1 @ FS
@ x+ y
AA
s
y + ( x + y) 2
x =
1
2
FS
x
x
( x + y) 2

Therefore, at s , the proportion of agents that withdraw early, m (s ; x ), is given by
0
0
0
111
1
1
y
V
1
2
(y
x
)
+
1
x
2
1
+
F
F
y
x
S
1@ S
@ x y
AAA
y) +
m (s ; x ) = @ 1 (s
1
2
FS
2
x+ y
( x + y) 2
x

Taking limit as

y

x

! 0 we get

V
FS2

m (s ; x ) =
lim
y
x

!0

Using this in the Critical mass we get
1

V
FS1
FS2 V

s

V
FS2

1

or
s =

(1

FS2

) FL
1

FS2

(1

) FL = 0

V

FS1
FS2

It is important to note that the above Critical Mass condition characterizes s only if s
s
since by assumption the …rm cannot default for s s. If the solution to the critical mass
condition is greater than s then the monotone equilibrium has to be such that s = s implying
that in the unique monotone equilibrium I have
9
8
=
< (1
V
2
) FL
FS
;s
s = min
FS1
;
:
1
2
FS

Finally, from the expression for x I have

lim x = s

x !1
x !0

y=

The above discussion is summarized in the following proposition:
30

It is easy to see that the Critical mass condition implies that s > sD , since at s = sD the left hand
1
side of the "critical mass" condition is less hthan zero.
) FL the Critical
i Moreover, for all s > FS + (1
Mass condition is decreasing in m, for m 2 0;

V
FS1

.
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Proposition 2 Let xy ! 0, x ! 1 and y ! 1. Then the rollover game has a unique
equilibrium in monotone strategies in which all investors use threshold strategies with cuto¤
x and the …rm defaults if s < s where
8
9
< (1
2
1
) FL + (FS FS ) =
x = s = min
;s
FS1 FS1
:
;
1
2
V F
S

Again, Corollary 2 follows immediately from the above Proposition.

A.4

Optimal choice of FS2

In this section I provide a proof of the following proposition:
Proposition 3 Suppose that
of face value FS2 converges to

x

! 1,

p

p

! 1 and that

x

! 0. Then the optimal choice

- FS2 = FS1 if s > s ( )
- FS2 that solves s

FS2 ;

= s if s 2 smin FS2 ;

Proof. First note that as p ! 1 I have y ! s and
Firm’s problem at t = 1 is given by
Z 1
s
FS2 (1
) FL
max
2
FS

y

! 1.
s

1=2
y

y
1=2

s

s:t: FS2

;s( )

y

!

ds

FS1

Note that maximizing pro…ts with respect to FS2 is equivalent with maximizing pro…ts with
2
respect to s . This is because the …rm
will inever …nd it optimal to set FS2 > F S where
h
2
2
F S = arg minFS2 s (FS2 ) and for FS2 2 FS1 ; F S there is one-to-one mapping from a choice of
FS2 to s .
2
Let smin = s F S and smax = s where s is the threshold above which agents always roll
over (see discussion of the rollover game). Then the …rm’s problem can be written as
!
Z 1
s
y
max
s
FS2 (1
) FL 1=2
ds
y
1=2
s 2[smin ;smax ] s
y
Before proceeding, de…ne a pro…t function : [smin ; smax ] ! R by
!
Z 1
s
y
ds
(s ) =
s
FS2 (1
) FL y1=2
1=2
s

=

y

FS2

(1

) FL

"

y

1
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s

y
1=2
y

!#

+

s

y

y

1=2
y

!

Consider the optimal choice of s as y ! 1. Denote by s1 the limit of s as
I …rst argue that if s 2 (smin ; smax ) then lim y !1 s = s.
Consider a sequence of s such that lim y !1 s = s and s 1=2y ! 0. Then, as
y

…rm’s pro…t converges to

(s) = s

FS2 (s)

(1

y

! 1.

y

!1

) FL

I show now that any sequence with limit other than s generates lower pro…ts for high
enough y . To see that take a sequence of s that converges to s1 < s. Then along this
sequence, as y ! 1, …rm’s pro…t converges to
(s1 ) = s
FS2 (s1 ) (1
< s
FS2 (s) (1
=
(s)

) FL
) FL

where the inequality follows from the fact that s1 < s and therefore FS2 (s1 ) > FS2 (s)
(a lower threshold is associated with higher face value FS2 ). It follows that this sequence
generates lower pro…t to the …rm for large enough y compared to the proposed sequence
that converges to s.
Consider now a sequence that converges to s1 > s. Along this sequence the pro…t to the
s y
…rm converges to 0 since y ! s < s1 implying that 1
converge to 0. Therefore,
1=2
y

any such sequence is dominated for large enough y by a sequence of s that has limit s
s.
Therefore, I conclude that for s 2 (smin ; smax ) I have lim y !1 s = s implying that in the
limit FS2 solves s (FS2 ; ) = s.
I now consider a situation where s 2
= (smin ; smax ). Suppose …rst that s = smin . Then the
same argument as above establishes that lim y !1 s = s (with the di¤erence that in this
case I only need to show lim y !1 s > y is not optimal).
Finally, consider s
smax . Note that in this case, the …rm will always survive for
2
1
any FS > FS . Moreover, note that higher FS2 always decreases pro…ts. Therefore, by the
same argument as in the case when s 2 (smin ; smax ) I can show that for any sequence s that
smax
converges to s1 < smax I can …nd a sequence of s that converges to sb where s1 < sb
and for large enough y it generates higher pro…ts that the sequence converging to s1 .
Since this holds for any s1 < smax it follows that for s
smax it has to be the case that
lim y !1 s = smax . The proposition then follows from the fact that FS2 (smax ) = FS1 .

B

Debt Overhang: Proofs

The only di¤erence between the rollover game in the model with debt overhang compared
to the benchmark global game model is the fact that the …rm will now default at t = 2 if
and only if
F1
) FL 0
1 m S s+b
FS2 (1
V
35

Otherwise, the rollover game is the same as before and therefore following the same steps as
in Appendix B I arrive at the following proposition:
Proposition 4 Let x ! 1, p ! 1 and ps ! 0. Then the unique equilibrium in
monotone strategies is characterized by a pair of thresholds (x ; s ) where:
x ( ) = s ( )=

(1

) FL +

FS1

1
x ( ) = s ( )=

(1

V

) FL +
1

C

(FS2

FS1 )

b

FS1
FS2

FS2

V

FS1
FS2

b

if

FS1

if

FS1 > V

V

Model without strategic uncertainty

In this appendix I describe brie‡y the solution to the model without strategic uncertainty
(i.e. the model where both the …rm and investors learn the true s at t = 1).
To solve the model I use backward induction. In section C:1 I characterize …rm’s optimal
default decision at time t = 2. In section C:2 I analyze jointly …rm’s optimal choice of face
value for short-term debt issued at t = 1 and investors rollover decisions. Finally, in section
C:3 I solve for the optimal structure. To save on space the proofs of the results stated below
are omitted and are available by request.

C.1

Period t = 2

Consider period t = 2 and let m be the fraction of short-term debt holders that chose to
withdraw early. Then given the maturity structure ( ; 1
) and the face values FS2 and FL
the …rm will default at t = 2 if and only if
1

m FS1
V

s

(1

m) FS2

(1

) FL < 0

m F1

where V S is the fraction of investment that has been liquidated to cover early withdrawals
at t = 1.31

C.2

Period t = 1: Rollover game and …rm’s choice of FS2

At the beginning of period t = 1 all agents learn the payo¤ from the project, s. The the
…rm proposes a payo¤ FS2 to all short-term creditors who roll over their debt. Knowing s,
and taking as given the promised face values FS2 and FS1 as well as the maturity structure,
investors choose whether to roll over their loans or whether to withdraw their funds early.
As in the case of the model with strategic uncertainty, I need to analyze separately agents
choices in the case of no rollover risk ( FS1 V ) and in the case of rollover risk ( FS1 > V ).
31

Note that as long as the face value of short-term debt issued at t = 1 is not very high, i.e. FS2 <
more withdrawals means that the …rm defaults at t = 2 for higher values of s.
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s
V

FS1 ,

C.2.1

No Rollover Risk ( FS1

V)

I consider …rst the case with no rollover risk. In this case there exist two types of pure
strategy Nash equilibria. In the …rst one each agent expects all other agents to withdraw
their funds early pushing the …rm into default and therefore he …nds it optimal to withdraw
his funds. Faced with large withdrawals the …rm is forced to rescale project so much that
it will not be able to repay its long-term debt at t = 2 and hence will be forced to default.
Therefore, agents expectations are ful…lled and their actions are indeed optimal. In the
other equilibrium, each agent expects everyone to roll over and the …rm to repay its debt
and hence he …nds it optimal to rollover his loan. Since no agent withdraws early, …rm has
enough funds to repay all of its debt justifying agents’decision to rollover. It turns out that
for a range of payo¤s from the project, s, both equilibria exist. The choice of FS2 , depends
then the …rm’s expectation regarding which equilibrium will be played.
The proposition below fully characterizes all possible equilibria at t = 1 when there is no
rollover risk.
Proposition 5 Suppose that there is no rollover risk ( FS1

V ). Then:

1. If s < s ( ; FS1 ; FL ) then in any symmetric pure strategy equilibrium, investors choose
to withdraw their funds early regardless of FS2 , the …rm defaults at t = 2 and FS2 2 R+ ;
2. If s 2 [s ( ; FS1 ; FL ) ; s ( ; FS1 ; FL )] then there is continuum of equilibria, indexed by FS2 ,
in which agents roll over and an equilibrium with default:
h
i
)FL
2
2
1 s (1
b
(a) Firm sets FS = FS 2 FS ;
, all agents rollover their loans if and only if
F 2 Fb2 and the …rm pays back all of its debt at t = 2
S

(b)

S

2 R+ , regardless of FS2 investors choose to withdraw their funds early, and the
…rm defaults at t = 2

FS2

3. If s > s ( ; FS1 ; FL ) then there is a unique pure strategy equilibrium in which …rm sets
FS2 = FS1 , all agents rollover and the …rm repays all its loans at t = 2
The above proposition shows that I can partition the space of the returns from the project
into three regions. First, for low returns (s < s) irrespective of actions of the …rm all investors
choose to withdraw early and the …rm defaults regardless whether agent choose to withdraw
or not. When s < s the …rm is insolvent. Then, there is an intermediate range (s 2 [s; s])
where whether the …rm defaults or not depend on the investors. If investors expect the …rm
to default they will withdraw their loans early and the …rm will be forced to default. On the
other hand if investor believe that the …rm will repay its debt then the will roll over their
loans and the …rm will repay its debt. In this intermediate range the …rm is solvent but it
faces illiquidity risk. Finally, if s > s the …rm will repay its debt regardless of the actions of
the short-term investors.
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C.2.2

Rollover Risk ( FS1 > V )

In this case, for any s, the actions of the investors can push the …rm into default at t = 1.
This is because regardless of how high the return is, if everyone decides to withdraw then
the …rm will not be able to repay all of its short-term debt and hence it will be forced to
default. The …rm need FS1 to repay its short-term debt while the most it can raise at t = 1
is V and by assumption I have V < FS1 . The proposition below characterizes all possible
symmetric pure strategy Nash equilibria in period t = 1.32
Proposition 6 Suppose that the …rm faces rollover risk ( FS1 > V ). Then:
1. If s < s ( ; FS1 ; FL ) then in any symmetric pure strategy equilibrium, all investors
choose to withdraw their funds early regardless of FS2 , the …rm defaults at t = 1, and
FS2 2 R+
2. if s s ( ; FS1 ; FL ) then there is continuum of equilibria, indexed by FS2 , in which agents
roll over and an equilibrium with default:
i
h
(a) Firm sets FS2 = FbS2 2 FS1 ; s (1 )FL , all agents rollover their loans if and only if
F 2 Fb2 and the …rm pays back all of its debt at t = 2
S

S

(b) the …rm is indi¤erent between any FS2 2 R+ , regardless of FS2 all agents withdraw
early and the …rm defaults at t = 1

Note that in contrast to the no rollover risk case, here the …rm is always vulnerable to
early withdrawals and hence regardless of the pro…tability of the investment if all short-term
debt holders coordinate on not rolling over they will push the …rm into default.33

C.3

Optimal Debt Maturity Structure

In this section I study the maturity structure choice of the …rm. The …rm maximizes its
pro…t taking investors strategies and its own future behavior as given. The multiplicity of
equilibria makes this problem ill-posed because without any further assumptions the …rm is
unable to form expectations regarding future play. To circumvent that problem I assume
that whenever possible, investors coordinate on rolling over. This is a standard assumption
in the literature, often made implicitly.
32

In contrast to the case when FS1 V there are also additional pure-strategy equilibria in which agents
choose di¤erent strategy. In particular, for any s proprtion m > VF 1 withdrawing and (1 m) rolling over
S
is equilibrium. This is a consequence of the assumption that when the …rm defaults at t = 1 no investor gets
anything.
33
In the case the …rm default there are additional equilibria in which the fraction of investors that rolls
V
over is strictly less than 1 aF
1 . This is the result of the asumption that the all the value from investment
S
is lost in the bankruptcy procedure. In the analysis below we ignore these types of equilibria since in terms
of the outcomes of the model they are equivalent to the equilibrium in which everyone withdraws early.
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Assumption 5 Whenever possible all agents coordinate on rolling over their loans.
Under the above assumption the …rm’s problem at t = 0 can be written as34
Z 1
s
1
1=2
max
s
F
(1
)
F
ds
L
S
1=2
1
;FS ;FL

s

s:t: participation constraints and
s = FS1 + (1
) FL

that is the …rm maximizes its pro…ts subject to the participation constraints and taking into
account that it will default if s < s. The participation constraints are given by
FL Pr (s

FS1
s)

1
1

FS1 Pr (s
FL Pr (s

s)
s)

1
1

in the case of no rollover risk, and

in the case of the rollover risk. Pro…t maximization implies that all participation constraint
hold as equalities - higher promised face values decrease pro…ts without having any positive
in‡uence on investors’behavior.
Note that the fact that in the equilibrium all investors break even implies that as long as
the fraction of the project …nanced with short-term debt, , is smaller than the liquidation
value, V , the face value of short-term debt o¤ered by the …rm at t = 0 is FS1 = 1. Moreover,
when > V the participation constraints imply that FS1 = FL > 1 since it has to be the
case that s > 1. It follows that as increases above V the cost of short-term debt jumps
upwards suggesting that the optimal maturity structure will have
V . It turns out that
the optimal maturity structure is given by (V; 1 V ).
Proposition 7 The face values of the debt are:35
1. No rollover case (

V ): FS2 = FS1 = 1 and FL is the smallest solution to
+ (1

FL 1

) FL

=1

1=2

2. Rollover case ( > V ): FS1 = FS2 = FL where FL is the smallest solution to
FL

FL 1

1=2

34

=1

To make notation easier we supress the dependence of s on , FS1 and FL throughout this section.
Here, we assumed with out the loss of generality that when s s then the …rm chooses FS2 = FS1 . As
explained above, in this case any choice of FS2 is consistent with equilibrium. Since the …rm gets nothing
when it defaults this assumption does not a¤ect …rm’s behavior at any point in time.
35

39

The above face values imply that the optimal maturity structure is given by (V; 1 V ),
that is it is optimal to …nance the fraction V of the project with short-term debt and the
remaining part with the long-term debt.
Finally, Theorem 1 characterizes the unique subgame perfect equilibrium of the model.
Theorem 1 Under Assumption 1 the unique subgame perfect Nash equilibrium of the game
is given by
1. the maturity structure (V; 1

V)

2. the face values speci…ed in Proposition 3
3. agents rollover decisions r (s) such that:
r (s) =
where s = FS1 + (1

roll over if s s
withdraw if s < s

) FL
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